1. Edison was named a Chevalier of the Legion of Honor (the lowest
of the three ranks) at the close of the Universal Exposition in Paris.
Official notification of his award has not been found, but New York
newspapers of 22 October 1878 carried comment about it and background biographical information (e.g., "The Legion of Honor:
Sketches of the Honored Americans," New York Herald, and "Decorated Americans," New York World, Cat. 1241, items 964-65, Batchelor
[TAEM 94:383]). The only surviving item in Edison's Legion of Honor
folder in Paris records his elevation to the highest rank (Commander)
eleven years later in connection with the 1889 Paris Exposition.
2. Not found.
3. William Chauvenet was professor of mathematics and natural philosophy and later chancellor of Washington University in St. Louis.
BDAS, s.v. "Chauvenet, William."
4. William Siemens headed the London firm Siemens Bros., one of
the complex of family enterprises led by his older brother Ernst Werner
von Siemens. William made significant contributions in several fields
of science and technology. See TAEB 3:171 n. 2.

-1520From Grosvenor
Lowrey

New York, October 23d 1878*
My dear Edison
There is an important meeting of the Board of Directors
to-morrow and you ought to attend— The agreement will be
ready to sign1
I think too for various reasons that we ought now, before
the thing gets larger to have a talk with Drexel Morgan & Co
in respect to matters on the
other side; & for this purpose I
q
wish you would bring in any papers or correspondence with
Goureau or Puskas which wd enable me to judge more accurately of what is due to them
Much reflection confirms me in the belief that the Electric
Light, if it is or is to be what we suppose, requires to be represented by sober business men of the highest commercial
standing; and they must make just provision for any claims
either defined or undefined,—legal, or moral only, which Mr
Puskas or others may assert— The dignity, & importance of
the invention to the world, demand that it shall be introduced
by men possessing a comparative strength & power in the financial world—
But these men too are to be dealt with carefully; & if you
could stay down to-morrow evening, I also would stay in
town & we would have a clear talk with Mr Fabbri
The applications come pouring in— I have to-day an urgent application from Wheeler & Wilson2 to put the thing at
once in their great factory at Bridgeport.
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How would this suit you for an experiment. It is eleven
hundred feet long, & has no light at present because of the
risk from fire Yr Trly
G. P. Lowrey
ALS, NjWOE, DF (TAEM 18:45). Letterhead of Porter, Lowrey,
Soren & Stone, Attorneys & Counsellors at Law. a"New York," and
"187" preprinted.
1. The meeting was adjourned to 31 October and twice more before
the agreement was signed on 15 November (Doc. 1576). Edison Electric Light Co. to TAE, 31 Oct., 6, 13, and 15 Nov. 1878, DF (TAEM
18:54,60,68,70).
2. The sewing machine firm founded by Nathaniel Wheeler and Allen Wilson. DAB, s.vv. "Wheeler, Nathaniel" and "Wilson, Allen Benjamin."

-1521Stockton Griffin to
Grosvenor Lowrey

[Menlo Park,] Oct 23d [i8y]8a
Dear Sir
Mr Edison has been confined to his bed all day,1 is suffering
from neuralgia in the facial nerves— He had great difficulty
in reading your communication.2 He requested me to say that
it is doubtful if he will be able to go to N.Y. tomorrow but he
will do so if possible.3
Regarding [~]b the Wheeler and Wilson application he says
he very much prefers making his first exhibit of the light at
Menlo Park. Very Truly
S. L. Griffin
ALS (letterpress copy), NjWOE, Lbk. 3:444 (TAEM 28:873). aCircled
"C" written above. bCanceled.
1. Griffin, on Edison's behalf, also notified Hamilton Twombly of
this in a telegram sent at 4:20 that afternoon. Edison had planned meetings with Twombly and with Lemuel Serrell, in the latter case to complete urgent business regarding foreign patents. Twombly to TAE, TAE
to Twombly, and George Bliss to TAE, all 23 Oct. 1878; TAE to Serrell
and Serrell to TAE, both 22 Oct. 1878; all DF (TAEM 16:304, 18:776,
775).
2. Doc. 1520.
3. Edison clearly planned to go but did not. At 8:50 A.M. on 24 October he had Griffin telegraph to Dr. Leslie Ward to come to Menlo Park
because he was "quite sick" (Lemuel Serrell to TAE, TAE to Gamble,
both 23 Oct. 1878; TAE to Ward, 24 Oct. 1878; all DF [TAEM 18:777,
X :
9 563, 16:305]). When Lowrey found Edison was in bed under the
doctor's care, he asked if Edison would be ready to undertake business
if he came to Menlo Park the next day; he was told that would not work
but that Griffin would confer with him in New York instead (four tele-
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